Keep Exploring!

Keep your exploring skills sharper than the tooth on an Italian Porcupine Shark. See
what you discover as you dive into God’s Word and explore God’s love at home.
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Draw something to help you remember
what you’ve discovered in the passage.
Explore the passage again at home and see
if you discover anything new.

Kiwi buried six words from the Remember
Verse in the Bible picture. Can you find them?
Niki used a word from the Remember Verse in
her journal. Can you find that too?
Week 1
Discovery Guide
Genesis 1:1 – 2:3

Niki Knack,s Gritty Journal of Adventuring
Continued from page 1

We leaped into the Flying Air Balloon basket
and floated down the side of the cliff. Slowly.
Gently. I let out a breath and got to work.
Using an extra pin from the balloon’s air tank,
some bubble gum, and one of my unusually
strong strands of hair, I made a Cactus Needle
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Niki Knack’s Gritty Journal of Adventuring

Removal Kit. “Maybe I can make you less
pokey,” I told Kiwi. “And thanks for the help
out there.”

Coughing Cactus Needles!

“No problem. We belong together,” Kiwi said.
He tried not to think about the needles stuck
in his fur. I reached for a paw and then–Cough!
Needles! Right into our balloon. Pop! The
balloon dropped like a bucket of bowling balls.
Whoosh! The rushing wind stung my eyes. I
couldn’t see. Maybe that was good. Who wants
to watch themselves crash? I closed my eyes
and held on.

Scribble Scroller 4.0

fired again. Time slowed down. Kiwi jumped.
He sailed past my nose. Needles flew at me like
darts. “Hi-YAH!” Kiwi swung, deflecting needles
with all four paws. Well, deflecting four of
them. The rest . . . let's just say he looked a
little like a porcupine. But we kept running.
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Draw a line connecting the words in
the correct order.

We were born to explore. Okay, so Kiwi was
born in Crazy Pete’s Pet Shop. But once he
was old enough to move out, all he did was
explore. That’s what brought us together. A
green-haired gerbil and a pink-haired
adventurer, we could not be stopped. Well,
unless a cactus with a head cold started
shooting needles at our noggins.
“We don’t belong here!” Kiwi shouted as we

ran through Head Cold Hollow. The coughing
cactus needles zipped past our heads. Kiwi
was right. We didn’t belong here. A coughing
cactus. A sneezing pine tree. Even the river
had a sore throat. All the plants here should
be sent to the nurse’s office.
But I could see our escape. Our Flying Air
Balloon was resting near the edge of the cliff.
We ran for it. I heard a cough. The cactus
Continued on page 4
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Genesis
1:1-2:3

“We are God’s
creation. He created us
to belong to Christ
Jesus. Now we can do
good works. Long ago
God prepared these
works for us to do.”
Ephesians 2:10
(NIrV)

Use this map and the Five What’s to
explore Genesis 1:1—2:3. Mark off the
boxes as you go. Stay alert. Watch
out for cactus needles. Follow God!
Go discover!

1. Remember Verse
2. What’s That Word?

H AV NS: All of space

3. Peaks and Pitfalls
5. Tell It

- Doodle Mix
- So Much Drama

6.
Embrace
It

7. What’s Happening
in the Passage?
8. What’s This Say
about God?
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I

GE: Something that

looks or acts just like something else.
Someone might say you are a spitting
image of your mom or dad. That means
you look or act a lot like them.

: When we use this word,

we are talking about us and someone else.
When God uses this word, He is talking
about all three parts of Him—God the
Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
Spirit. Those three parts make up one God.

Whazzzat Word Decoder

9. Record Your
Discovery!

What’s That Word?

4. Hear It

around the sky, planets, solar systems, and
galaxies.

Eureka! Bible Passage: Genesis 1:1-2:3
A. In the beginning God created the
He made the sun to shine all day
heavens. He created the earth. The
and the moon to shine at night. He
earth was empty and dark. The
made stars too.
ocean covered everything. The
E. On the fifth day, God told fish to fill
Spirit of God hovered over the
the sea and birds to fill the sky. He
deep empty waters.
blessed them.
On the first day, God spoke and
F. On the sixth day, God spoke and all
light appeared everywhere. God
kinds of animals came on the
separated the light places from the
earth. He told the animals to fill the
dark places. He called the light
land.
“day” and the dark “night.”
Then God said, “Let us make
B. On the second day, God made
human beings in our image and
space between the waters. There
likeness.” He created people in His
was water above and water below
own image, both male and female.
the space. He called this space
He blessed them and told them to
“sky.”
rule over the sea and land.
C. On the third day, God spoke and
G. God looked over everything He
the water under the sky gathered
had made, and it was all very
to one place. Dry ground appeared
good. On the seventh day, God
next. God called it land. Plants
finished the work of creation. He
began to grow on land.
rested. He blessed the seventh day
D. On the fourth day, God spoke, and
and set it aside as holy.
the sun and moon were created.

What’s

4. What’s
This Say
about God?
5. What’s
This Say
about Us?
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Keep Exploring!

Keep your exploring skills sharper than the tooth on an Italian Porcupine Shark. See
what you discover as you dive into God’s Word and explore God’s love at home.
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and floated down the side of the cliff. Slowly.
Gently. I let out a breath and got to work.
Using an extra pin from the balloon’s air tank,
some bubble gum, and one of my unusually
strong strands of hair, I made a Cactus Needle
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Removal Kit. “Maybe I can make you less
pokey,” I told Kiwi. “And thanks for the help
out there.”

Coughing Cactus Needles!

“No problem. We belong together,” Kiwi said.
He tried not to think about the needles stuck
in his fur. I reached for a paw and then–Cough!
Needles! Right into our balloon. Pop! The
balloon dropped like a bucket of bowling balls.
Whoosh! The rushing wind stung my eyes. I
couldn’t see. Maybe that was good. Who wants
to watch themselves crash? I closed my eyes
and held on.
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